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EDITORIAL
Halal World wishes to express our sincere appreciation to our readers for their patience in 

 awaiting the latest issue. However, we hope to make up for the time lag with 
 the Ramadan issue, which should be out before the onset of the Holy Month, Insha Allah. We are certainly 

eagerly looking forward to welcoming this special guest with our next edition and would like to invite all 
our valued patrons to connect with us with your valuable suggestions and feedback on your expectations 

for a fulfilling Ramadan. 

In addition to the Ramadan issue of the magazine, UEC International, which is the publication company of 
the Halal World, will be hosting the much anticipated “Expo 2017” (rebranded from its previous Ramadan 

Expo) on the 21st & 22nd of May 2017 at the SLECC. You will find more details of the event within this 
issue. As a token of our appreciation for your continued support and patronage, we will be offering 10 free 

passes for the event, which will be sent to you along with the Ramadan issue.

We make Dua that Allah  will continue to place Baraka in our endeavours and help us grow and improve 
from one issue to the next Ameen.
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Now I must admit I can’t help but wonder - what would be the 
first thing that came to your mind if I said this to you? Maybe it 
would trigger you to frantically search the secret box inside your 
brain. Because let’s say I actually did know about something 
you did that I wasn’t supposed to know about, it will probably 
give you one of these three feelings:

Disappointment: You did something really good and gave 
up your bragging rights for the sake of Allah  , and you’re 
worried anyone finding out about it might take away from your 
extra credit for secret good deeds (If that’s the case, touché, 
you’re one of the very special few! And we all hate you!)

Fear: You did something really bad. Like really bad! Your heart 
is beating fast; you’d rather be transformed into a toilet brush 
than face the humiliation of people discovering it.

confusion: There were hardly any special or tormenting 
events; it was basically a numbingly mundane year. Nothing 
good, nothing bad. And now you’re just staring at me blankly 
trying to remember: “What did I do?”

We might block them out, but we all have all kinds of secrets, 
some of them so deep and dark we bury them in the woods of 
our minds like murderers burying their victims’ corpses. Then 
we wait and hope no one ever finds out about them. And the 
more respected, ‘looked-up-to’ and well-mannered we are, the 
better we get at covering our actions. Like this woman who 
doesn’t miss a single prayer, you’ll never guess but she’s rude 
and yells at her senile mom when no one is around. And this 
man who quotes ‘ahadith’ every chance he gets, well, he chats 
inappropriately with loose women online. This straight A’s 
teenager waits till his parents go to sleep, and spends hours 
watching porn! Because as it turns out, inside every person you 
know, there’s a person you don’t know, capable of doing the 
unspeakable! You’d think that’s way creepier than any horror 
movie, but it’s not. There’s more…

I recently underwent a major eye surgery (which involves a 
donated eyeball but I’ll be kind and spare you the gory details). 
Anyway, I was literally blind for a while. Making myself a cup of 
coffee felt like a bigger achievement than winning the longest 
marathon; At the Olympics; Four years in a row; With one leg; 
Attached to a life support machine; And carrying two kids on 
my back!!! (Okay I’m kidding, LOL).

So yeah, since you need your eyesight to perform about 90% 
of your daily activities, I literally felt useless for a long time. I 
now have a newfound respect for the blind who are still joyful 
and productive Masha Allah. That’s when I realised there’s 

something even worse than bad habits and dark secrets. There’s 
one thing that tears us apart more than disappointment, 
guilt, self-loathing and fear put together. And that’s the 
numbness of doing nothing at all.z

What you do when you think no one is looking essentially 
defines who you are, and basically maps out your entire future. 
Some people choose to do anonymous acts of kindness and pile 
up on the good deeds, while others do horrible things and hope 
they’ll get away with it. In both scenarios, the operative word 
is ‘do!’ Then there’s a third group of people who do nothing, 
they just eat popcorn and watch. They watch other people, 
watch TV and YouTube, or just watch their lives pass them by. 
They feel no fear, joy or pain. Achievements don’t motivate 
them and mistakes don’t teach them. They’re not one of those 
cultivating success ‘muflehoon’ (successful ones), or those 
seeking redemption through repentance ‘tawaboon’(repentant 
ones). They’re blind even though their eyesight is intact and 
can make themselves a cup of coffee, no problem! They’re the 
‘ghafeloon’(the ignorant) , they’re oblivious to their good and 
bad deeds. Like zombies, they feel nothing at all.

At least there’s a chance to learn from mistakes and fix them 
eventually. The power of guilt and stress can push you to take 
the driving wheel and exit the wrong highway. But spending 
day after day in your comfort zone, going through the same 
motions, having the same small talk with your co-workers, the 
same arguments with your spouse or parents, watching movie 
after movie till your eyes fall out, spending hours on Facebook 
and Snap Chat, and counting how many followers you have on 
Instagram and Twitter… Granted there’s nothing wrong with 
that, but there’s nothing right either. The mere concept of being 
busy ‘killing’ time is in itself a huge crime! (Cheesy metaphor I 
know but I couldn’t help it, LOL)

Being a ‘watcher’ does not change the fact there’s a surveillance 
camera documenting your every move. You yourself are being 
watched all the time. Even your most, well-kept secrets are 
known to Allah  . So look closely at your life and tell me, what 
do you see?

The great scholar Ibn ‘Ata Allah al-Iskandari said, “If you want to 
know your standing with Him, look at the state (of your mind 
and attitude) He    has put you in now.”

There’s an inescapable paradigm shift in those words. They 
make you pause and reassess the bigger picture! Some 
people live to make a difference and some people are 
indifferent to their own lives they just squander it away. 
Some people keep their eyes on the goal and others are 
blinded by distractions. So be honest with yourself and find 
out exactly where He    put you. Are you satisfied with who 
you are? Do you only have horrible secrets with Allah  , and 

i Know What You Did  
Last Year… 
By Lilly S. Mohsen  
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that’s why you’re too ashamed you end up running away from 
Him to a lifeless life? Do you let yourself feel the power of secret 
good deeds and use it in times of need? Because that’s what it all 
boils down to; snapping out of zombie mode and ‘feeling your 
feelings’ will magically make the right path appear right before 
you. And you’ll see that many times, one small thing done 
solely for the sake of Allah  can cancel out all the nothingness 
that fills your life.

LiSten tO thiS AMAZing StORY:

The Messenger of Allah   said:

“Three men, amongst those who came before you, set out 
until night came and they reached a cave, so they entered 
it. A rock fell down from the mountain and blocked the 
entrance of the cave.

They said: ‘Nothing will save you from this unless you 
supplicate to Allah  by virtue of a righteous deed you 
have done.’ Thereupon, one of them said: ‘O Allah! I 
had parents who were old, and I used to offer them milk 
before any of my children or slaves. One day, I went far 
away in search of grazing and could not come back until 
they had slept. When I milked as usual and brought the 
drink I found them both asleep. I hated to disturb them 
and also disliked to give milk to my children before them. 
My children were crying out of hunger at my feet but I 
awaited with the bowl in my hand for them to wake up. 
When they awoke at dawn, they drank milk. O, Allah! If 
I did so to seek Your Pleasure, then deliver us from the 
distress caused by the rock’.

The rock moved slightly but they were unable to escape.

The next said: ‘O Allah! I had a cousin whom I loved more 
than anyone else. I wanted to have sexual intercourse 
with her but she refused. Hard pressed in a year of famine, 
she approached me. I gave her one hundred and twenty 
dinars on condition that she would yield herself to me. 
She agreed and when we got together she said: “Fear 
Allah  and do not break the seal unlawfully.” I moved 
away from her in spite of the fact that I loved her most 
passionately, and I let her keep the money I had given her. 
O, Allah! If I did that to seek Your Pleasure, then, remove 
the distress in which we are.’

The rock moved aside a bit further but they were still 
unable to get out.

The third one said: ‘O, Allah! I hired some laborers and 
paid them their wages except one of them departed 
without taking his due. I invested his money in business 
and the business prospered greatly. After a long time, he 
came to me and said: O slave of Allah! Pay me my dues. I 
said: All that you see is yours – camels, cattle, goats, and 
slaves. He said: O slave of Allah! Do not mock at me. I 
assured him that I was not joking. So he took all the things 
and went away. He spared nothing. O, Allah! If I did so 
seeking Your Pleasure, then relieve us of our distress.’

The rock slipped aside and they got out walking freely.” 
[Sahih Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

I’m sure this wasn’t a bedtime story. Our beloved Prophet 
 was trying to teach us a timeless lesson through this 

hadith. For in times of desperation, you’ll want to use 
every tool in the box. When you’re broken, weak and 
utterly desperate, trust me, you’ll want to use your secret 
righteous deeds to plead and beg Allah  for help. And 
it will work, just like it did for these three men. But now, 
do we really have secrets with Allah  good enough to 
get us through the bad times? Which one would you have 
related had you been in that cave? I’ve been asking myself 
this very question for God knows how long now and I’m 
still absolutely clueless! but that’s okay because as 
long as we are breathing, there’s still time. There’s 
time to figure it out, to do more, and be more! 
And while I honestly have no idea what you did last year, 
I think I know what you will do from now on, and it 
involves greatness.

This is not the end; it’s the beginning of a new year 
crowned with amazing possibilities.

May it be filled with beautiful secrets, Ameen!

no matter what the depth of the ocean of our sins 
is, there is always a hope, a new beginning. 

Source:  http://productivemuslim.com
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Our Prophet  was reported to have said 

From this it is crystal clear that none of us can proclaim to be so pure that 
we do not sin at all. He who created us, in His Infinite Wisdom is aware 
of our shortcomings and has attributed to Himself various attributes 
of forgiveness, among which is “At tawwab” (The Acceptor of 
Repentance). Repenting and seeking forgiveness shows that one is 
a believer. As only a believer would turn to His Lord to wipe clean his 
slate of the many times that he may have forgotten and fallen into error. 

When you sin it doesn’t affect Allah , it affects you in a manner that 
you may be unaware of, as the Messenger of Allah   is reported to 
have said, “Verily, when the servant commits a sin a black 
spot appears upon his heart. if he abandons the sin, seeks 
forgiveness, and repents, then his heart will be polished. if 
he returns to the sin, the blackness will be increased until it 
overcomes his heart”. (at-Tirmidhi 3654)

This is the stain that Allah  describes in the Quran “ Nay! But on 
their hearts is the Ran (stain) which they used to earn’’ (Sûrah Al-
Mutaffifîn 83:14). Thus, we need to be mindful of protecting our 
hearts from sinning so much that the heart dies ,becomes void of 
guilt and incapable of good. When an evil thought crosses your mind, 
remember the Prophet  supplication ;

Interestingly, the Quran not only reminds us to seek forgiveness from 
our Lord but also instructs us to pardon the people.

“And hasten to forgiveness from your Lord and a garden as 
wide as the heavens and earth, prepared for the righteous”

“Who spend [in the cause of Allah] during ease and hardship 
and who restrain anger and who pardon the people - and Allah 

loves the doers of good ”
Quran 3: 133-134

Taqwa is to love Allah  so much that you do not 
displease him purely out of love for him; and Allah  
loves the muhsineen (Doers of good). As human beings, 
it is very easy to want to take revenge, harbour hatred 
and ill treat people who have wronged us. However, 
Allah  makes it clear that He loves those who pardon. 
He has attributed upon Himself the task of pardoning us 
for our flaws, yet we as human beings generally do not 
like to be forgiving towards one another and we forget 
that the happiest people are those who forgive. As much 
as we seek to be forgiven while we are alive, we should 
also try and forgive while we are alive. Allah  gives 
honour and dignity to those who forgive others. 

Abu huraira (ra) reported: The Messenger of 
Allah  said: charity does not decrease wealth, 
no one forgives except that Allah increases his 
honour, and no one humbles himself for the sake 

of Allah except that Allah raises his status.

(Sahih Muslim 2588)

Abdullah ibn Amr (may Allah be pleased with 
him) reported:

The Messenger of Allah  , was upon the pulpit 
and he said:

be merciful to others and you will receive mercy. 
Forgive others and Allah will forgive you.

(Musnad Ahmad 7001)

Harping on the pain and carrying it forward for 
Allah ’s justice on the Day of Judgment is perhaps one 
of the most risky things we can do, for there be many 
others we may have wronged who might also seek justice 
against us. Allah says in the Quran:

“Say, [O Muhammad], to those who have 
believed that they [should] forgive those who 
expect not the days of Allah so that he may 
recompense a people for what they used to 
earn” (45:14)

As for injustice, one cannot be just with only a select 
group of people. Every human being is to be treated 
justly and perpetrators will be punished for usurping the 
rights of a human being regardless of their faith.

There is an old saying “forgive and forget”, however 
this is not necessarily mandatory. Sometimes, there is a 
lesson to be learnt. One should not need to forget the 
fault that he has forgiven, only so he will learn a lesson 
from it. Remember the wise words of Rasul Allah   : 
“A believer does not allow himself to be stung 
twice from one (and the same) hole.” [Bukhari]. 
Therefore, forgive people who have wronged you and 
minimise your relationship with them such that you are 
cautious and yet merciful.  

Inspired by Mufti Ismail Menk – SL Tour December 2016 “Building 
Bridges”    

To Forgive 
and  
be Forgiven
By Sarah Afker

Every son of Adam sins and the best 
of sinners are those that repent
(Ibn Majah 4392).
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‘…Success is not final, and failure is not fatal...’
Running a start-up for nearly three years in another country, 
you naturally have challenging days/weeks, but those need to 
be put into perspective as you look to the Quran and Hadith 
for inspiration and motivation to overcome doubt and self-
questioning.

Coming from a large company background, Dow Jones and 
Thomson Reuters for 15 years, to co-founding and leading a 
start-up in another country has been an eye opener about grit, 
determination, resolve, prioritisation and thick-skin.

Every day is Monday, and each day has elements of hope, 
opportunity, passion, execution and sacrifice.

Some days you don’t want to leave the office, and other days 
you ask yourself, ‘is the sacrifice worth the aspirations.’ 

The vision, inspiration and motivation come from your eco-
system: from developments (small victories), from staff, 
from customers, from reading about funding and exits, from 
presentations and meetings, and lessons from icons like Jack 
Ma, Jeff Bezos, Elon Musk, Steve Jobs, Tony Robbins, Jack 
Welch, and so on.

The taglines, slogans, catch-phrases, motivational-quote-of-
day, and so on are from fellow humans and their mantras and 
insights are based upon their experiences. But speakers fade 
and their management styles get replaced or updated. So you 
look for something that is more ‘permanent but dynamic.’

For me, everything brings me back to Islam. I didn’t realize this 
until immersing myself completely in a start-up, Zilzar. My 
family is in New York and I’m in Malaysia, and I get to see them 
about every 5 months, hence, the support system needs to be 
broad, deep, and to provide answers. 

As many have said, it’s lonely at the top, but you need to find 
answers yourself. Some do yoga. Some meditate. Some work-
out. Some find new hobbies. Some get distracted with new 
freedoms.

Some find their inner-selves because the reflection said look 
deeper. I delved into the Quran to find answers, but instead am 
finding a ‘peace of mind.’ More than anything else, I wanted 
to narrow the bandwidth of emotions, reduce the vacuum of 
being alone, and reach inside for a new outside.

This article is not meant to be a scholarly or academic on Islam 

and start-up entrepreneurship, but sharing self-insight and 
dealing with pressures of running a start-up.

gReAteSt MAn in hiStORY

As a Muslim, our constitutional DNA is the Quran and we 
approach to achieve (behaviours) in Hadith (saying of Prophet 
Muhammad   ). 

The Greatest man in History is our role model, Prophet 
Mohammad   . He was a prophet , leader, manager, ruler, 
orator, soldier, husband, friend, father, uncle, nephew, and a 
grandfather. He was a man of love, patience, courage, wisdom, 
generosity, intelligence and magnitude who inspired billions of 
lives throughout the world…’

For Muslims, to start anything, business and especially linked 
to the Muslim Lifestyle Space, the intentions need to be 
authentic and pure from the beginning.  This is why, whenever 
we begin anything, we say ‘In the name of God, the Merciful, 
Compassionate.’

The wisdom behind the first revelation, by Angel Gabriel to 
the beloved Prophet was “ read/recite” (Iqra), (96:1-5), is 
extremely inspiring for me, as it ‘taught man what he knew not.’

“Proclaim! (or read!) in the name of thy Lord 
and cherisher, Who created man, out of a clot of 

congealed blood:

Proclaim! And thy Lord is Most bountiful,–

Who taught by the pen–

taught man that which he knew not.”

The by-product of reading is knowledge, and it must be shared.

Prophet Muhammad  said: “Acquire knowledge and 
impart it to the people.” - Al-Tirmidhi

Prophet Muhammad  also said: “A servant of god will 
remain standing on the Day of Judgment until he is 
questioned about his (time on earth) and how he used 
it; about his knowledge and how he utilized it; about 
his wealth and from where he acquired it and in what 
(activities) he spent it; and about his body and how he 
used it.” - Al-Tirmidhi

We embarked on a journey of creating a global B2B ecommerce 
platform for the halal industry comprised of SMEs.  In seeking 

Start-ups and [needed] 
inspiration from Quran & 
hadith
Rushdi Siddiqui
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to understand SMEs in the halal industry and bring them 
online, we learned ‘what we did not know,’ we had to innovate 
and disrupt and continue to do so.

Prophet Muhammad  said: “The seeking of knowledge is 
obligatory for every Muslim.” - Al-Tirmidhi

This implies travelling to places to meet ‘experts’ to seek 
knowledge.

For example, to truly understand the halal industry, I could not 
learn about halal at home, in the US, I had to travel and stay 
in Malaysia, a globally recognized hub for halal [and Islamic 
finance] because of the work of Jakim (certification body), 
Halal Development Corporation (HDC), Standards Malaysia, 
and others.

It’s been an incredible learning experience, and, you continue 
to learn every day. Why? Because, you will always be a student.

PAtience

One of the most important characteristics to ‘have and hold’ 
in running a start-up is patience. You may have timelines 
with forward-looking milestones: staff, IT, traffic, customer 
acquisition costs, conversion, revenue (profits), etc., but 
anything more than 6-12 months is subject to revision, as it 
becomes more speculative and less calculated.

Here, you have to have faith, as in the spiritual kind, and the 
Quran mentions patience many times, some have said nearly 
90 times. Here are some relevant chapters and verses that I 
keep in the front of my mind:

Patience is enjoined upon believers:

“And be patient for your patience is but by Allah  …” 
[an-Nahl 16:127]

Patience is made a condition of success and prosperity:

O you who believe, persevere and endure and remain stationed 
and fear Allah   that you may be successful [Al ‘Imran 3:200].

The rewards of those who exercise patience will be 
doubled:

“These shall be granted their reward twice, because they are 
steadfast…” [al-Qasas 28:54].

Patience and emaan are prerequisites for leadership in 
religion:

“And We made from among them leaders guiding by Our 
command when they were patient and [when] they were 
certain of Our signs. “[as-Sajdah 32:24].

Patience is a means of seeking Allah  ’s help:

“And seek assistance through patience and prayer…” [al-
Baqarah 2:45].

Allah  has made patience a condition of receiving 
many blessings:

“But those who had been given knowledge said, “Woe to you! 
The reward of Allah  is better for he who believes and does 
righteousness. And none are granted it except the patient.” [al-
Qasas 28:80].

bURDen & eASe

Linked closely to patience is understanding that after hardship 
or burden will come ease. Many a day, you keep asking 
yourself ‘why’ another obstacle, another impediment, another 
challenge, another miss-fire, etc., be it technology, customer, 
staff, burn-rate, etc., and all requiring some element of pivoting.

But, for the believer, the burden one has is one that he/she can 
bear. I have seen many good people around me with so many 
challenges, and said to myself, ‘… not sure I could make it 
through what this person is going through…’

The guidance is in Surat Al-Baqarah, Allah  says:

“And certainly, We shall test you with something of fear, 
hunger, loss of wealth, lives and fruits…” (Qur’an, 2:155)

Challenges are a part of life but that doesn’t make them easy. 
There are many ayat in the Qur’an that talk about different 
mechanisms of dealing with patience, faith, prayer and 
acceptance.

Allah  says in Surat Al-Baqarah:

“Allah does not burden a soul beyond that it can bear…”
(Qur’an, 2:286).

After understanding and putting into context the burden, 
Allah   , in all His Mercy & Compassion, also mentions relief. 
The Quran and (authentic) hadith are living documents for all 
time, and after burden and hardships comes ease:

“Verily, with hardship there is relief ” (Qur’an 94:6)

“…bear with patience whatever befalls you….” 
(Qur’an 31:17) 

and “be not sad, surely Allah is with us.”      (Qur’an 9:40)

“Verily, if Allah loves a people, he makes them 
go through trials. Whoever is satisfied, for him is 
contentment, and whoever is angry upon him is wrath.”

[Tirmidhi]

“Whoever Allah wishes good for, he inflicts him (with 
hardship).” Bukhari

cOncLUSiOn

Opportunities do not come for those who wait, they must be 
[researched and then] grabbed. Start-ups are about making a 
difference in our world, space travel start-ups is for another day.

To master anything or to achieve, one must read, observe, and 
understand to gain knowledge and then apply it in practice. 
The practice is the journey requiring patience, as the road will 
have many obstacles. But perseverance will eventually result in 
two positive outcomes: success or learning (which comes from 
failure).

For a Muslim, we view our lives, livelihood and living in 
context of the Quran and Hadith, and, once we understand it, 
it begins to make more sense.

Writer is the former CEO at zilzar.com, Chairman zywary.org
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Alhamdulillah we have come to the final 
characteristic of attaining husnul Khuluq.

Speech
Something that if done in the right manner, can take you to the 
best of ranks in this world and the hereafter, and on the flip side 
can be the cause of your downfall.  

“Indeed a servant commits a sin by which he enters Paradise; 
and another does a good deed by which he enters the Fire.” It was 
asked: How is that? So he replied: “The one who committed the 
sin, constantly thinks about it; which causes him to fear it, regret 
it, weep over it and feel ashamed in front of his Lord - the Most 
High - due to it. He stands before Allah  , broken-hearted and 
with his head lowered in humility. So this sin is more beneficial 
to him than doing many acts of obedience, since it caused him 
to have humility and humbleness - which leads to the servant’s 
happiness and success - to the extent that this sin becomes the 
cause for him entering Paradise. As for the doer of good, then 
he does not consider this good a favour from his Lord Upon 
him. Rather, he becomes arrogant and amazed with himself, 
saying: I have achieved such and such, and such and such. So 
this further increases him in self adulation, pride and arrogance 
- such that this becomes the cause for his destruction.”

Ibn al-Qayyim (r.a.) - Al-Waabilus-Sayyib minal-Kalimit-Tayyib ( p. 15)

Of all the traits of a person, the good and the bad is mostly 
connected with our Speech, if we are able to control our tongue 
and speak only if need be, Insha Allah we will be safe. 

A short but beautiful hadith to remember and ponder upon  
every single day:

Abu  hurairah (rali) has reported to have said, the 
Prophet  said;

“He who believes in Allah and the Last Day must either speak 
good or remain silent.” [Muslim] 

There are two different types of speech: 

1. Speech that is pleasing to Allah    (that which brings you 
closer to Allah   ) 

2. Speech that is displeasing to Allah    (vain talk which 
takes you away from Allah   )

Every little thing we utter from our 
mouths is being recorded, even if 
it’s just “uh!” So we better watch out. 
Speaking can be dangerous! Hence, 
we should control it and ensure that 
we are always within the limits of the 

teaching of the Quran & Sunnah.

“Man does not utter any word except that with him is an 
observer prepared to record.” [Qaf:18] 

“O my son, indeed if wrong should be the weight of a mustard 
seed and should be within a rock or [anywhere] in the heavens 
or in the earth, Allah will bring it forth. Indeed, Allah is Subtle 
and Acquainted” (Luqman : 16).

Allah  warns us that He is aware of every little thing and it is 
recorded and will be presented to us on the Day of Judgement. 
Even we will not remember every single thing we have said but 
Allah  knows and the angels have written it all down and we 
will be held accountable for it. 

This is a very scary thought, as we always need to be careful 
of what we say, how we say it, to whom we are saying it, the 
language we are using and even our tone of voice. 

 In today’s world this can mean what we “like” or “share” or “post” 
on Facebook, Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram and every other 
social media account we have, the list goes on.  It’s just a click 
of a button but we need to stop and think “Is this beneficial?” 
or “Is this rude?” May Allah  make us of those with the 
best character and reward us for every little good action and 
intention and keep us away from all that is bad, Ameen!   

Husnul Khuluq; 
Building Good Character 

Salma MoosinPart 3
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But of course we are all human and prone to forget and make 
mistakes so we should take steps to keep ourselves in line. 

Vain talk can be in the form of gossiping, backbiting, criticising, 
jealousy, lying, sarcasm, bad jokes, lying even as a joke, 
passing judgement on others etc. So we should analyse our 
day and if we have uttered such statements we should turn to 
Allah   and seek His forgiveness. He is Ar-Rahman and He 
will surely forgive His humble slaves. Allah  loves those who 
are repentant and turn to Him seeking His forgiveness.

The Messenger of Allah  said, “Were you not to commit sins, 
Allah would create people who would commit sins and ask for 
forgiveness and He would forgive them.” [Sahih Muslim]

Why safeguarding your tongue is important.

1. it is  a command of Allah   
“And speak to people good [words]”. [Baqarah:83] 

“O you who believe, fear Allah and speak words of 
appropriate justice” [al-Ahzab:70] 

2. it is a form of Sadaqa 

 The Prophet  said “It is also charity to utter a good word.”
[Muslim]

3. it is a means of salvation from the Fire 

Abu Hurairah (rali) has reported to have said, I heard the 
Prophet  saying “A person utters a word thoughtlessly 
(i.e. without thinking about it being good or not) and, as 
a result of this, he will fall down into the fire of Hell deeper 
than the distance between the east and the west.” [Bukhari]  

4. it is a means of entry into Paradise 

Sahl bin Sa’d (ral) reported: the Messenger of Allah  
said, “ whoever gives me a guarantee to safeguard what 
is between his jaws and what is between his legs, I shall 
guarantee him Jannah.” [Bukhari] 

Speech disliked by Allah   
   Speech out of Arrogance.

“...Verily, Allâh does not like such as are proud and boastful“
Qur’an 4:36

Allah  ’s statement, (Verily, Allah 
does not like such as are proud) 
means arrogant, while, (boastful) 
means boasting about what he has, 
while he does not thank Allah  
. This Ayah indicates that such a 
person boasts with people about 
the bounty that Allah  has given him, but he is actually 
ungrateful to Allah  for this bounty.  Tafsir Ibn Kathir

Boastfully talking about how much your shawl cost or your 
car costs, the fancy restaurant you have been to, the countries 
you have visited. Or simply thinking you are better than the 
other because of the group you belong to or your educational 
background. Basically it is to think that that you are better than 
the other or even that you are always right.

hell has been favoured by the Arrogant

The Prophet said, “Paradise and Hell (Fire) quarrelled in the 
presence of their Lord. Paradise said, ‘O Lord! What is wrong 
with me that only the poor and humble people enter me?’ Hell 
(Fire) said, ‘I have been favoured with the arrogant people.’ So 
Allah said to Paradise, ‘You are My Mercy,’ and said to Hell, ‘You 
are My Punishment which I inflict upon whom I wish, and I 
shall fill both of you’ (al-Bukhari 9.541)

   Lies said in Jest 

We should make sure our speech is serious and to joke around 
with caution: And if you do decide to be humorous, at least 
make truthful jokes just like the Prophet  used to do.

For example, as related by Abu Hurairah, when some of his 
companions said to Prophet Muhammad  “O Prophet 
Muhammad, yet, you also joke with us!” he replied: “Yes, 
I do. But I only tell the truth.” This case reveals that the most 
important thing about a joke is that it should tell the truth and 
not be offensive.

Abu Hurairah (rali) reported that the Prophet  said: “Do not 
laugh a lot. Much laughter causes the heart to die.” (al-Adab al-
Mufrad) (i.e. Heedless and excessive joking. )  

It was narrated that Anas bin Malik (rali) said : “The messenger 
of Allah (sal) said : “By The One In  Whose Hands is my soul, if 
you have seen what I have seen you would laugh little and weep 
much. ‘We said : ‘what have you seen, Oh Messenger of Allah?’ 
. He (sal) said: “ Paradise and Hell.” (An- Nasai)   

This is the conclusion of my three-part article on building 
good character and I sincerely hope that you will benefit from 
it as much as I have enjoyed compiling it. May Allah  accept 
this and may He make us all from among those who strive to 
accomplish these traits and possess the best character Ameen!

About the Writer:

I am a mother of two and have my own little Madrasa at home. I strive 
to learn first, and teach to the best of my ability. These articles are based 
on a series of lectures I have been attending in Colombo the past few 
months. Alhamdulillah! I am grateful to the team at HW Magazine for 
the opportunity to be able to share what I have learnt and I hope it will 
benefit the readers as it benefits me, Insha Allah.   
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September

April

July

August

Please note that the organisers reserve the right to make any amendments to the above schedule if required

May

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2016/2017

9th Sri Lanka Islamic Banking & Finance 
Industry Conference (SLIBFIC)

April

6th Sri Lanka Islamic Banking & Finance 
Industry Awards Night (SLIBFI Awards)

May Workshop on Risk Management

May Workshop for Family Owned Businesses

May

September

August

2nd Islamic Finance Forum of South Asian (IFFSA) 
& IFFSA Awards Night

2nd Islamic Finance Forum of South Asia (IFFSA) 
Conference & Awards Night

2nd HAJ FEST 2017 – Trade Fair

September

Customer Service Workshop in Male

September Maldives Halal Awards

November
4thSri Lanka Islamic Banking & 
Finance Industry “Quiz Night”

Inter Schools Futsal Tournament

8th RAMADHAN EXPO Exhibition & Trade Fair 
(RAMEXPO)

RAISE Summit – “Sports & Wellness”

4th SLIBFI “CRICKET FIESTA” 

MIBFI
MALDIVES ISLAMIC BANKING AND FINANCE INDUSTRY

CONFERENCE 4thMaldives Islamic Banking & Finance  
Conference (MIBFIC)

September Islamic Capital Markets Workshop 

September Sri Lanka Islamic Banking & Finance Industry  
TAG RUGBY TOURNAMENT
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The doorbell rang and my son Shaan, a 17-year-old high school 
junior, answered the door and welcomed his college-going 
friend Brian in to watch football with my husband Zeeshan and 
our other sons, 15-year-old Ameen and 10-year-old Raahim.

I turned to greet him and Brian handed me a package of Oreo 
cookies. “I brought these for you.”

As they settled down to watch the game, I couldn’t resist 
asking, “So, Brian, last time you were here, you brought me 
two packages of chocolates. Now you brought me cookies. It’s 
unusual for a young man to think of these types of gestures. 
Does your mom tell you that you should take a gift for the host 
when you go visiting somewhere?”

“Nope, that was aaaall me,” he joked.  When I laughed, he said, 
“Actually, it’s just something I’ve always seen my dad do. Every 
time we go to someone’s house, he stops at a store and gets them 
something first, so I guess that’s where I got that idea from.”

“Yeah, but last time your dad was here for the Super Bowl, he 
brought Auntie Hina a $100 box of Godiva chocolates. This 
was — what? — $4?” my husband teased him.

“Yeah, well, I don’t have a job,” Brian teased back. “When I do, 
then I’ll be generous like him too, insha’Allah (God willing).”

When I recounted the conversation to Brian’s mom (my friend 
Sandra), she expressed complete astonishment, “Mark has 
no idea that Brian’s been watching him like that. He would be 
totally shocked if I told him what he said.”

***

This surprise is something that often surprises me; it bewilders 
me how regularly parents underestimate the impact a father 
or a father-like-figure has on their children. When I wrote my 
article Raising Children with Deen and Dunya in 2009, where 
I chronicled the ten most common pieces of advice successful 
families had given me for raising practicing Muslim children, 
readers responded with genuine amazement at the tenth 
piece of advice: “They had a pious father who engaged them.” 
Men and women from all over the world wrote to me, telling 
me that I had opened their eyes to a factor whose importance 
they had simply not been aware of. It seems that with all of the 
emphasis on Jannah (Paradise) lying under a mother’s feet 
and all of the discussion of the pressures and duties of being 
a righteous mother, the role of a relevant father has somehow 
gotten overshadowed.

Last year, when a girlfriend of mine 
went on the Hajj pilgrimage with her 
husband, the care of her sons was split 
up amongst various friends; we were 
honored to host her boys during their 
last few days of being away from home. 
While we were having dinner one 
night, I asked 10-year-old Taajuddin, 
“So you’ve had a chance to stay with 
quite a few people during these past 
few weeks. It must be interesting to see 
how different Muslim families operate. 
We all have the same goal — to teach 
our children to be practicing Muslims 
who love the deen (religion) — but we 
all have different ways of getting to that 
goal.”

He thought about it and said, “Yeah, that’s true. Like, for example, 
Raahim prays at home with his dad in jamaat (congregation), 
but Rafique goes for Fajr (dawn prayer) at the mosque every 
morning. His dad just comes in the room and says, ‘Rafique, get 
up for prayer’ one time, and Rafique just hops up just like that. 
He doesn’t have to be told again or anything!”

“Wow,” I said. “That’s pretty impressive. It’s not easy for most 
boys to get up that early with such a good attitude.”

He nodded his head. “Well, his dad takes him to Peet’s Coffee 
after prayer and they have breakfast together. So it’s fun too.”

The look of appreciation in his eyes told me that — with an 
incentive like that — leaving the house while the morning 
was still dark wasn’t such a dreaded proposition after all. I can’t 
help but wonder — who was the real hero in this story? Peet’s 
Coffee or the dad who was taking special time out to bond with 
his son?

***

Dr. Leonard Sax, best-selling author of Boys Adrift, Girls on 
the Edge, and Why Gender Matters, presents a remarkable 
amount of research that shows that fathers who are physically 
engaged with their daughters — meaning, they give hugs and 
kisses and play rough and tumble with them — have daughters 
who are healthier than girls from the same demographic, same 
socioeconomic status with fathers who don’t engage in that 
kind of physical, tactile communication. He says that dads have 
to be involved but in a genuine way. If a father loves to hike, he 
takes his daughters with him. If he enjoys fishing or sailing, he 
teaches his daughters how to as well. When I attended a lecture 
of his at one of our local mosques, he told us something that 
astounded me — girls who didn’t engage in sexual activities 
in their high school years all had one thing in common: they 
had fathers who attended all of their school events (i.e. sports, 
recitals, art exhibits, award ceremonies, etc.)

For those dads who feel hesitant to show physical affection 
to their growing daughters, one only has to bring to mind the 
hadith (Prophetic narration) when the desert Arab — upon 
seeing the Prophet Muhammad (salallaahu alaihi wasallam) 
tenderly kiss his grandson — told him in bafflement: “Do you 
kiss children? Indeed, I have 10 children, and I do not kiss any 
of them.” The Prophet (salallaahu alaihi wasallam) responded, 
“Is there anything I can do once Allah has removed mercy from 
your heart?”

There’s no replacing 
A good Father 
 
By Hina Khan Mukhtar
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A mother of two who was raised in a small town with only a 
handful of Muslims regularly extols the virtues of her father. 
He is famous for having built a mosque in whatever town he 
happened to live in, and all of his children have grown up to be 
exceptional Muslims and praiseworthy citizens who give back 
to their communities. I once asked her how she and her siblings 
managed to resist the siren call of the peer culture around them 
while growing up, and she told me succinctly, “When you feel 
love in the house, you don’t look for it anywhere else.”

A present father is a powerful gift.

***

Vern Bengston, a sociology professor at the University of 
Southern California and a noted scholar on the dynamics of 
aging, inaugurated a landmark research project in 1970 when 
he began studying 2,000 people, belonging to 360 families, 
spanning four generations for more than three decades. 
He published his findings in 2013 in his book Families and 
Faith: How Religion is Passed Down Across the Generations. 
Bengston found that of those kids who had a close relationship 
with their fathers, 67% carried on the family tradition; however, 
of those who were not close, just a little more than half (51%) 
practiced the same faith they were raised in. “What was most 
intriguing to me and stood out in my mind was that parental 
piety didn’t make up for a distant dad,” Bengston said in an 
interview with the Deseret News last year.

This is something I’ve seen in my own community as well. There 
have been many pious, practicing fathers who somehow have 
not been able to transfer the love of the faith to their children, 
but — on the other hand — I have witnessed nominally 
practicing Muslim fathers whose children have gone on to 
adhere to the parameters of Islam with reverence and respect. 
In those particular comparisons, it seems to me that the father 
who actively engaged his children was the one who ended up 
with the success.

“My dad always made prayer a priority,” a young man named 
Omar once told me. “Even if we were in the middle of 
Disneyland, he would stand up to pray when the time came in, 
so it was natural that we followed his lead. But what we’ll never 
forget is that he was with us in Disneyland in the first place.”

A prime example of when pious practice and loving engagement 
came together to form the perfect union!

***

The parenting journey is bound to be marked by a number of 
rough patches. It’s important to have tawakkul (trust in Allah) 
to get you through the trying times.

A few years ago a favorite girlfriend of mine visited me from 
Canada. She is someone I often rely on for parenting advice, 
and we regularly exchange stories of our children’s escapades 
and idiosyncrasies that leave us howling with laughter. Lost in 
thought at my table with a hot cup of tea in front of her, she 
absentmindedly listened while my husband and sons joked 
around in the next room, and then turned to me to say, “You 
know, I’ve often wondered what it is that makes your sons have 
such good adab (manners), what makes them such a joy to be 
around? And it just struck me — they have a kind father.”

Kind father notwithstanding, the beginning of 2013 was 

a rocky start for my husband Zeeshan and our middle son 
Ameen. Having completely different personalities and styles, 
they suddenly seemed to be clashing with one another every 
single day, misunderstanding and misinterpreting each other’s 
jokes, words, intentions, facial expressions. Alhamdulillah, 
Ameen was too well-mannered to ever be outwardly rude or 
disrespectful to his father, but there was a tension in the house 
that seemed to be creating cracks in our once peaceful, calm, 
loving atmosphere.

Then came the day that Ameen discovered the ideal high school 
he wanted to attend…400 miles away from us.

He hinted for awhile about how he wanted to enroll in this 
particular private school that also had a renowned hifz (Quran 
memorization) program, but when we didn’t take the bait, he 
came out and openly begged and bargained to be allowed to 
go. He knew what he wanted to do, and he needed our blessings 
and our support in order to do it.

Zeeshan balked. “I need to keep him close to me so that I can 
work on our relationship. Once he leaves this house, I fear he’ll 
be gone forever.”

“But what if this causes more strains on your relationship?” 
I asked him. “If he knows that you didn’t let him pursue his 
dreams due to your own desires, don’t you think that will cause 
him to be even more bitter than he is now?”

Eventually, after much prayer along with advice from trusted 
scholars and friends, Zeeshan gave his consent, and we helped 
Ameen pack his bags and prepare for his move to Southern 
California. Zeeshan was candid with him, telling him how hard 
it was for him to let go but how he trusted that Allah (subhana 
wa ta’ala) would maintain the bonds of kinship; he told Ameen 
that he had faith that he would be successful in his goals and 
that our prayers were always with him. We hugged him and 
kissed him and gave him our best wishes as he climbed into my 
brother’s SUV for the six hour drive away from us.

When they stopped at a gas station to refuel, my brother told 
the kids they could buy whatever drink they wanted. My sister-
in-law texted me: “Ameen said, ‘I want a Starbucks Frappuccino 
because it reminds me of my dad.”

The healing had already begun. As my Canadian friend so 
wisely said, 

“The seeds planted by a good 
father will bear fruit even in the 

hardest of times.”

hina Khan-Mukhtar is a mother of three boys and one of the founders 
of the homeschooling co-operative known as ILM Tree in Lafayette, 
California, which now serves over 30 homeschooling families in the 
East Bay. In addition to teaching Language Arts to elementary, middle 
school, and high school students, she has written articles on parenting 
and spiritual traditions for children and is involved in interfaith 
dialogue. The views expressed here are her own.
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Don’t Miss the Marriage Workshop!
While you’re planning your wedding, are you also planning 
for your marriage?

So here is a rare opportunity that can make a significant 
contribution to a making a lifelong marriage In shaa Allah.

Safa Counselling Center conducts Pre-Marital Workshops 
for Sri Lankan Muslim men and women who plan to get 
married. Through this One day course we intend to plant 
the essential seeds that are necessary to Insha Allah create a 
happy marriage. 

When our beloved Prophet Muhammed  , said that 
marriage is half of our Faith, then how come Muslims go into 
something so important with so low preparation.

Safa Counselling Centre (affiliated to the Sri Lanka Muslim 
Women’s Conference) is a service oriented organization 
with a mission to help the community build wholesome 
and progressive families by the way of marriage workshops, 
parenting workshops, counselling sessions (individual & 
group) and other family-issue based awareness programs.

Alhamdulillah, we have successfully conducted two 
Marriage Workshops in the months of July and November 
2016 by qualified Counsellors and professionals from 
related disciplines. The course was structured to cover the 
following areas

 » Preparation for marriage phase

 » The courting phase

 » The honeymoon phase

 » Post honeymoon phase

Various subjects are covered under the above stages ; 
these include communication, Individual differences, self-
awareness, conflict resolution, intimacy etc.

We have continued to receive very positive and encouraging 
feedback from our participants. We meticulously seek out 
areas to improve and have taken several steps to improve the 
quality of our program each time. We hope to conduct the 
Marriage workshop more frequently in the future. Our plan 
is eventually to carry this across the Island in Tamil also.

It is of great importance that elders in the family encourage 
our young men and women to participate in this workshop.  

Marriage is a world by itself; it is a science and an art. Islam 
has offered many beautiful guidelines to help us build a great 
marriage life. Many do not know about this and much of the 
youngsters believe they are mature enough to handle the 
complexities of a marriage. To build a better relationship by 
knowing each other, by giving unconditional love, to respect 

the natural tendencies of the spouse, etc. requires a lot of 
understanding, knowledge and effort. The course helps the 
to-be-married youngsters with tools to help them navigate in 
this journey; to respect and celebrate both their similarities 
and differences.

In the last ten years, the divorce rate of Muslim couples in Sri 
Lanka has risen to alarming rates. Hence one of the reasons 
for having this workshop.

Many have said that it’s easy to fall in love but it’s harder to 
stay in love! Our workshop is for YOU, whether you are a 
parent, couple, newly wed or a person intending to marry!

Safa counselling centre
Counseling services focus on facilitating personal and 
interpersonal functioning across the life span of individuals. 
Counselling services address emotional, social, work, school 
and physical health concerns, life stresses and more severe 
issues with which people may struggle as individuals and as a 
part of families, groups etc. 

Difficulties in life can be overwhelming at times, and we 
might find ourselves quite helpless & burdened.  

 » Relationship difficulties

 » Marriage Counselling

 » Child related issues

 » Adolescent problems

 » Anxiety & Stress

 » Depression

 » Anger

 » Addiction

 » Geriatric Counselling

At Safa, we offer our services without being judgmental, or 
minimising your problem, helping you discover your own 
solutions. 

For Registration to the workshop and other details if any, 
please contact 

t : 0720 115 115 / 011 2827717

Safa counselling centre
A : No.31/2, S.D.S Jayasinghe Mawatha,  
Kalubowila, Dehiwela

E mail : safacounselling@gmail.com

Marriage Workshop
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and He may delay the solutions to test our sincerity and trust, so we 
should never lose hope. Imagine if the Prophet  had given up after the 
brutal attack at Ta’if ? No matter how many times you knock on Allah 

’s door, it will eventually open, so don’t give up. We must also be a 
source of good for others. Help to open the doors for other people so 
that Allah  will open the doors for us.

Also, Al-Fattah sends solutions when we least expect it.  Some matters 
may seem like dilemmas at first. 

 » Yusuf  was imprisoned but it was through the imprisonment that he 
was shown to be innocent to everyone, and then he was given the 
guardianship over the food rations. 

 » Prophet   was not allowed to make `umrah even though he em-
barked to do so, and instead signed a treaty at Hudaybiya. This verse 
was then revealed, “Surely We have given you an evident conquest” 

(Qur’an, 48:1).  

Umar   was astounded. How could the treaty’s terms be a victory or 
an opening? They were disadvantageous to the Muslims and they 
were not allowed to go on `umrah that year! However, the number 
of people who embraced Islam shortly after the treaty of Hudaybiya 
was tremendous, and the following year gave them the conquest of 
Makkah. 

So remember that openings can come through things that look like 
problems to begin with.

Remember that Allah ’s attributes are holistic, so He is al-Fattah and 
He is also the All-Knowing and the Most Wise. His opening for you will 
be one that is best for you.

34. Al-Mu’min - The guardian of Faith, The giver of Faith, 
The trustworthy, The giver of Security, The One who fulfills 
promises 

Al-Mu’min says: Indeed, those who say: ‘Our Lord is Allah ,’ and 
then they remain firm (upon that statement), on them the 
angels will descend (saying): ‘Fear not, nor grieve! but receive 
the glad tidings of Paradise which you have been promised!’

[Quran, 41:30]

From Allah  alone is faith and guidance and so He, is the ONLY 
rightful Guardian of it. We see around us people who have had so much 
faith at one point of their lives, yet at another point of their lives, they 
have completely gone astray. We also see people around us who have 
spent a great deal of their lives in sin, yet at a certain point Allah  
guides them and fills their hearts with faith.

This name teaches and reminds us that, we shouldn’t take our faith for 
granted but should entrust it with The One who is The Guardian of it, 
who is The Trustworthy, who does not ever break the trust His slaves 
put in Him, The One who never fails His promises and that is THE 
greatest security one can ever have. 

he is Allah  , other than whom there is no deity, the Sovereign, 
the Pure, The Perfection, the bestower of Faith. [Quran, 59:23]

35. Al-Mateen - The Firm, The Steadfast

Al-Mateen is the One of whom in addition to His unconquerable 
Power, His nature is to be firm. This combination of possession of the 
perfect strength and complete firmness of nature means no one can 
ever object to His actions or prevent His orders from being carried out!

Linguistically, “Mateen” means something very strong and very stable; 
its foundation is unshakeable. Al-Qawiyy is the One who possesses the 

Do we 
Really know 
our Creator?
Asma ul Husna Series Part 6 
by Sarah Afker

He is Allah , other than whom 
there is no deity, the Sovereign, 
the Pure, The Perfection, the 
Bestower of Faith. 
Quran, 59:23

In this issue we cover the names of Allah  
which have the attribute of granting an opening, 
preserver, protector and guidance of faith and 
of us as a whole. We also learn the attribute of 
Allah ’s steadfastness.  
33. Al-Fattah - The Opener 

Allah  is al-Fattah. We need to know al-Fattah when 
we feel that things are impossible or too difficult 
because Allah  necessarily invites you to know Him 
by this Name in those circumstances.

The second related meaning is to understand that 
Allah  is al-Fattah when you embark on something 
new and the journey is unknown to you. What is 
unknown to you is ‘closed’ in that sense. So when 
you are embarking on a new journey, ask Allah  to 
open the doors for you so that you do not encounter 
unanticipated difficulties. This could be with marriage, 
a new job and so on.

Al-Fattah also relates to justice. In the Qur’an, we see 
that those who are accused unjustly make this du`a’: 

“…Our Lord, decide between us and our people 
in truth, and You are the best of those who give 
decision.”

[Al-A’raf 7:89]

‘Iftah’ has been translated as decide, because Allah ’s 
just decision is also an opening.

We have to remember that knowing Allah  is al-
Fattah means working hard to achieve the result that 
we want. Allah  decides when to open those doors, 
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attribute of inexhaustible strength, whereas Al-Mateen is the 
One whose nature it is to be firm, steadfast, and determined. He 
is the One who can easily overcome anything through supreme 
firmness and strength of determination!

Allah Al-Mateen Himself says: 

 » “...indeed, it is Allah who is the [continual] Provid-
er, the firm possessor of strength. [Quran, 51:58] and 

 » “And i will give them time. indeed, My plan is firm”
 » [Quran, 68:45]. 

Allah  says He lets people go free for a long time, as this is all 
part of His plan and according to His wisdom. This way people 
can decide through different events if they want to turn to the 
truth of Islam or not. Some might disbelieve and oppose Islam 
for years and eventually find guidance. Other times Al-Mateen 
gives the disbeliever a long time to live and the disbeliever 
carries on doing more evil, so he or she is punished more. This 
also means that believers have the chance to get more reward 
and higher ranks in Paradise through their struggles and good 
deeds throughout the long period of time Al-Mateen gave 
them. The plan of Allah  is firm!

As believers of Al Mateen, let the attribute of firmness inspire 
you to stick to your Deen at all times and be determined 
to follow the straight path with understanding. The means 
to staying firm on Islam are: to hold on tight to the rope of 
Allah , hold on to the Quran and strive to understand what 
you read so you can apply the orders and prohibitions and 
motivations in your daily life, and; to do as many good deeds as 
you can; to study the lives of the prophets, peace be upon them, 
follow their examples, and think about the delights of Paradise, 
the torture of Hellfire and the agony of death.

Memorise this dua the Prophet  made and ask Al-Mateen 
from the bottom of your heart:

“O turner of the hearts, make our hearts firm on  
Your religion”

36. Al-haafidh - The Protector

37. Al-hafeedh - The guardian, The Preserver

Allah  is Al-Haafidh (The Protector) and Al Hafeedh (The 
Guardian, The Preserver). Hafeedh and Haafidh come from the 
root haa-faa-dhaa, which points out to three main meanings. 

1. The first meaning is guarding, protecting, retaining and 
taking care of. 

2. The second main meaning of this root is to prevent from 
perishing or becoming lost 

3. The third is to be watchful, mindful, attentive, and vigilant.

He, who preserves all things in detail and for a time, preserves 
them from misfortune and calamity. He is the One who knows 
everything to the most delicate, finest point what He has 
created and He keeps it and protects it.

He is the One Who protects His slaves from destruction and 
calamity and disaster, as He says: 

“For him (each person), there are angels in succession, 
before and behind him. They guard him by the 
command of Allah” [Al-Ra’d 13:11]

Allah  is such a protector that he never forgets us. If we look 
at the creation of the world, there are many objects that are 
harmful to each other, but Allah  has created his creation in 
such a way that they are protected from each other.

Allah  created us and He has taken us under His protection 
with such a use of Al Hafeedh attribute. He has put the most 
valuable part of you, your brain, into a box that is strong and 
does not break. He has given you a heart and lungs, and put 
these in such a box that when something bumps up against it, 
or when you fall, an elastic cage that does not break protects it. 
These are all the characteristics of Al Hafeedh. 

The Prophet  said: 

guard Allah (his commands) and he will guard and 
protect you [Ahmad, At-Tirmidhi]

38. Al-Muqeet - The All-Powerful Maintainer, The All-
nourisher

Allah  calls Himself Al-Muqeet— The All-Sustainer, The 
All-Nourisher, The All-Preserver— on one occasion in the 
Quran. He is the powerful maintainer who sustains, nourishes, 
protects, and oversees all that exists. Al-Muqeet is taking care 
of all living beings by sending down all kinds of physical and 
spiritual nourishment for them!

Al-Muqeet Himself says: 

“Whoever intercedes for a good cause will have a 
reward therefrom; and whoever intercedes for an evil 
cause will have a burden therefrom. And ever is Allah, 
over all things, a Keeper.”  [Surah An Nisa 4:85].

Al-Muqeet sustains bodies and the souls and He has taken it 
upon Himself to sustain His creation. As He creates all things, 
Al-Muqeet also creates what sustains them; He makes accessible 
what is necessary and what is luxury. He gives us what we need 
to survive, until He wills to put an end to life— then He simply 
withholds what keeps us alive. Al-Muqeet alone is capable and 
knowledgeable of everything.

He gives us what we need to survive, until He wills to put an 
end to life— then He simply withholds what keeps us alive. Al-
Muqeet alone is capable and knowledgeable of everything.

Remember! When you make your Dua Always call on Him 
with these beautiful and powerful attributes for in His names 
lay the solution!

Allah Says in the Holy Quran Chatper 17 Surah Israa verse 110:

 “Call upon Allah or call upon Ar-Rahmaan;: by whatever 
Name ye call upon Him (it is well): for to Him belong the Most 
Beautiful Names.”

Sources : Al Quran, Sahih Hadith and Understand Quran Academy 

Sarah Afker is a management accountant by profession and a tax 
consultant by occupation. She is a freelance lecturer in the field of 
Islamic Finance and a freelance writer and blogger. 

Her blog can be accessed at http://www.sarahafker.blogspot.com/
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~ The  Story  of  Dhul-Qarnayn ~
This story deals with the trial of power portraying the story 
of a righteous king who was bestowed with great power. It is a 
documented historical fact that every single person of power or 
every nation of power that desired more power never flourished 
perpetually as it was the Sunnah (way) of Allah  . Surely all 
power and dominion belongs to Him. To possess great power 
is a great trial, because such power gives access to unimaginable 
resources leading to corruption.

Who Was Dhul-Qarnayn ?

The majority view is that he was a righteous king and not a 
prophet; A person with great power who was sincere and pure. 
He was a Just Ruler. Such was the exemplary character of this 
great king, that Allah  praises him in the Qur’an. 

Abu Musa (May Allah be pleased with him) reported:

Prophet  said, “It is out of reverence to Allah in respecting an 
aged Muslim, and the one who commits the Qur’an to memory 
and does not exaggerate pronouncing its letters nor forgets it 
after memorising, and to respect the just ruler”.  [Abu Dawud]

it was narrated from Abu hurairah that Prophet    
said:

There are three whose supplications are not turned back:  
A just ruler, and a fasting person until he breaks his fast. 
And, the supplication of one who has been wronged is raised 
by Allah up to the clouds on the Day of Resurrection, and the 
gates of heaven are opened for it, and Allah says, ‘By My Might I 
will help you (against the wrongdoer) even if it is after a while.’” 

[Ibn Majah]

 » He was the man who travelled extensively throughout 
the earth; the man the people of the book wanted 
the disbelievers of Makkah to inquire about, from 
Prophet   . Verse 83

 » “Verily We established him in the earth” meaning, 
Allah   gave him great power, so that he had all that kings 
could have of might, armies, war equipment and siege ma-
chinery. He had dominion over the east and the west. All 
countries and their kings submitted to him. All nations, 
Arab and non-Arab served him. 

 » According to Ibn Kathir he was called Dhul-Qarnayn (The 
one with two horns) because he reached the two ‘Horns’ of 
the sun, the east and the west, where the sun rises and sets.

 » “And We gave him the means of everything”, meaning 
‘knowledge’ also ‘the different parts and features of the 
earth’. 

 » Allah gave him the means and power to conquer all areas, 
regions and countries, to defeat enemies, suppress the kings 
of the earth and the people of shirk. Verse 84

his  travelling And Reaching The Place Where The Sun 
Sets -  The West

Dhul-Qarnayn followed different routes, east and west; routes 
and landmarks of the earth. He followed a route until he reached 
the furthest point that could be reached in the direction of the 
sun’s setting - the west of the earth. He found the sun as though 
it were setting in the ocean. And he found near it a people, a 
nation. They were a great nation from among the sons of Adam. 

Allah  inspired him, “O Dhul-Qarnayn! Either you punish 
them or treat them with kindness”. Allah  gave him power 
over them and gave him the choice: he could kill the men and 
take the women and children captive or set them free, with or 
without ransom. Verse 86

His justice and faith became apparent in the ruling he 
pronounced.

“As for him who does wrong”; who persists in his kufr and in 
associating others in worship with his Lord, “We shall punish 
him” by killing him. Then he will be brought back unto his Lord 
for a severe, far-reaching, painful punishment. Verse 87

“But as for him who believes, he shall have the best reward”. 
Verse 88

Reflect ~ this incident demonstrates the kind and 
just nature of this righteous king even though he 
enjoyed great power on earth.

his  Journey  east 
Allah  informs us that Dhul Qarnayn then travelled 
from the west of the earth towards the east. Every time he 
passed a nation, he subjugated its people and called them to 
Allah  . If they disobeyed him he would humiliate them and 

PART 4
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take their wealth and possessions. From every nation he took 
what was needed by his armies, in order to fight the next nation.  
Verse 89

When he reached the place where the sun rises, as Allah  says;

“he found it rising on a people, (meaning a nation) for 
whom We (Allah) had provided no shelter against the 
sun”. 

This means that they had no buildings or trees to cover them and 
shade them from the heat of the sun. (Perhaps an allusion to the 
fact that they did not know the art of building or were a nation 
who did not wear clothes - they were a group uncivilised). They 
were in a land where nothing grew, so when the sun rose they 
would go into tunnels until it had passed its 
zenith. They would then come out to go about 
their daily lives and earn themselves a living. 
Verse 90 

“So it was! And We knew all about him” This 
means that Allah  knew everything about 
him and his army and nothing was hidden from 
Him, even though they came from so many 
different nations and lands. Verse 91

his  Journey  to the  Land  of  Yajuj  and  
Majuj  and  building  of  the barrier

He traveled from the east of the earth until he 
reached a place between the two mountains, 
one next to the other, with a valley in between, 
from which Yajuj and Majuj (Gog and Magog) 
will emerge into the land of the Turks and 
spread mischief there, destroying crops and 
people. Verse 92

Yajuj  and  Majuj  are  from  among  the  
progeny  of  Adam   

Hadith: Allah said, “O Adam” Adam said, “Here 
I am at Your service”. Allah said, “Send forth 
the group of hellfire”. Adam said, “What is the 
group of hellfire?” Allah said, “Out of every 
thousand, nine hundred and ninety nine will 
go to hell and one will go to paradise.” At that 
time young men will turn grey and every pregnant female will 
drop her load. Among you are two nations who never come 
to anything but they overwhelm it with their huge numbers. 
(They are) Yajuj and Majuj. (Sahih Muslim)

Dhul Qarnayn could not understand their speech because 
they were so isolated from other people. They said, “O Dhul 
Qarnayn! Verily, Yajuj and Majuj are doing great mischief in the 
land. Shall we then pay you a tribute?”

This meant a great reward to compensate him for creating a 
barrier between them and Yajuj and Majuj. Allah  indicates 
that this nation interacted with Yajuj and Majuj; two groups 
that caused great corruption.

Dhul Qarnayn said with kindness, righteousness and good 
intentions, “That in which my Lord has established me is better 
(than your tribute).” The connotation here is that the power and 
authority Allah  has bestowed him was better than what they 
had collected for him as a tribute. He then asked them to help 
him with strength, their labour and construction equipment. 
Verse 93-94

treasure - The nation asks for a simple barrier to be 
built and Dhul-Qarnayn offers them even better; A 
fortified barrier free of charge; again demonstrating 
his noble traits.

Dhul Qarnayn began to prepare a barrier between them. He 
requested for ‘Zubar’ of iron, meaning pieces or chunks of 
something. These were like bricks or blocks, each weighing 
approximately 256.4 kg. 

He filled up the gap between the two mountain cliffs, placing 
the blocks on top of one another, starting at the bottom until he 
reached the tops of the mountains, filling the width and height 
of the gap. He then lit a fire until the entire thing was burning 
hot. Finally, he poured (molten) copper over it. Verse 96

The  barrier  
Restrains  Them ,  but  
Will  be  breached  
When  The  hour  
Draws  nigh

Yajuj and Majuj could 
not scale the barrier nor 
dig through it. Verse 97

Hadith: 

The Prophet  woke 
up from sleep and he 
was red in the face. He 
said, “La ilaha illallah! 
Woe to the Arabs 
from the evil that has 
approached them. 
Today a hole has been 
opened in the barrier 
of Yajuj and Majuj like 
this.” He made a circle 
with his index finger 
and thumb. Zainab bint 
Jahsh, his wife asked, “O 
Messenger of Allah, will 
we be destroyed even 

though there will be righteous people among us?” He said, 
“Yes, if evil increases.” - Sahih Bukhari & Muslim

Dhul Qarnayn said, “This is a mercy from my Lord” when he 
placed a barrier between them and Yajuj & Majuj.  Here the 
people are being told of the blessing that has been bestowed 
upon them by the Mercy of Allah   to stop Yajuj & Majuj 
from spreading evil and corruption on earth. Verse 98

However, he also warned them that the wall was only temporary 
and at a time appointed by Allah  the wall will be crushed and 
levelled to the ground. Yajuj and Majuj will come out surging 
over mankind to destroy their wealth and property. (All of this 
will occur before the Day of Resurrection and after the Dajjal). 
And As-Sur will be blown; the horn that is blown into by the 
angel Israfil. And all creatures shall be gathered together for 
Reckoning. Verse 99

Hadith: “The Messenger of Allah  said: ‘How can I be 
comfortable when the one with the horn is holding it to his lip, 
his ears listening for when he will be ordered to blow, so he can 
blow.’ It was as if that was very hard upon the Companions of 

Major Signs to Occur before  
the Day of Qiyamah

 » The coming of Mahdi (ibn Haakim)

 » The coming of Dajjal (Bukhari & Muslim)

 » Coming of Isa Ibn Maryam(Bukhari & 
Muslim)

 » Appearance of Yajuj and Majuj (Bukhari & 
Muslim)

 » Earthquake in the east,  in the west & in the 
Arabian peninsula (Muslim)

 » The Smoke (Muslim)

 » Appearance of the beast (Muslim)

 » The rising of the sun from the west (Bukhari 
& Muslim)

 » Fire that will gather all of mankind on the 
mahshar (Bukhari & Muslim)

Source : https://islamqa.info/en/2281
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the Prophet  so he said to them: ‘Say: “Allah is sufficient for 
us and what a good protector He is, and upon Allah we rely.” 
At-Tirmidhi

treasure - Dhul Qarnayn was a King bestowed with 
immense power and authority. however, he never 
abused it and never showed any arrogance. he was 
always just in his decisions. but most of all when he 
achieved a great fete (building a fortified wall) he 
immediately glorified and did Shukr Allah  which 
clearly shows his humility.

Lesson: We should be thankful to Allah  for any 
opportunity that is given to us to do good and for 
the ability to achieve the deeds we set out to do.

the cOncLUSiOn

hell will be displayed before the disbelievers on the 
Day of Resurrection-

Allah  will show the disbelievers the torment and punishment 
of hell before they enter it, which will intensify their grief and 
distress. Verse 100

Hadith: Hell will be brought forth on the Day of Resurrection 
pulled by means of seventy thousand reins, each of which will 
be held by seventy thousand angels. [Sahih Muslim]

“To whose eyes had been under a covering from My reminder” 
- those who neglected the signs and reminders, turning a blind 
eye and a deaf ear to it, refusing to accept guidance and follow 
the truth. Verse 101

 “And whosoever turns away blindly from the 
remembrance of The Most gracious, We shall appoint 
for him a shaytan to be a companion for him.” [43:36]

It is a warning to those who disbelieve that those they took as 
protectors other than Allah  will not benefit them in any way 
on the Day of Judgement. Verse 102

The  greatest  losers  in  respect  of  their  deeds 

These ayat gives a warning to everyone who worships 
Allah  in a way that is not acceptable, believing that he is right 
in what he is doing and that his deeds will be accepted, but he 
is mistaken and his deeds will be rejected. These are the people 
who denied the signs of Allah  in this world, the proofs that 
he established of His Oneness and the truth of His Messengers 
and they denied the Hereafter. Verses 103-105

Hadith - A huge fat man will come forward on the Day of 
Resurrection and he will weigh no more than the wing of a gnat 
to Allah and on the Day of Resurrection, We shall assign no 
weight for them. (Sahih Bukhari)

Allah  says `We will punish them with that because of their 
disbelief and because they took the signs and Messengers of 
Allah as a joke, mocking them and disbelieving them in the 
worst way.’ Verse 106

TREASURES ~  

 » Do not let your efforts be wasted! 

 » Deeds that are NOT in accordance with what Allah  
has prescribed and is not acceptable to Allah  , will be 
rendered in vain!!

 » Check for authenticity before you endeavour in any ‘ama-
lus saalihath’. (Righteous deeds)

 » It is not our prerogative to pass judgment on anyone, 
whether believer or non-believer. It is Allah  ’s sole right 
to do so .  

The  Reward of the Righteous  believers 

Those who believed in Allah  and His Messengers and 
accepted as the truth what the Messengers brought, will 
have the gardens of Al-Firdaus to abide therein eternally!  
Verses 107 

Two conditions to attain Al-Firdaus  ~

i.  Imaan – Faith/Belief
ii. Amalus Saalihath – Righteous Deeds

Al-Firdaus is the center of paradise; a hill in paradise, at its 
centre, the best of it. (At Tabari)

Hadith : Prophet    said “In Paradise, there are a hundred 
levels, what is between every two levels is like what is between 
the heavens and the earth. Al-Firdaus is its highest level, and 
from it the four rivers of Paradise are made to flow forth. So 
when you ask Allah, ask Him for Al-Firdaus.” (At Tirmidhi)

They shall dwell forever. They will not get tired or bored of it. 
One might imagine that a person who stays in one place forever 
will get tired or bored of it; but Allah  tells us that despite 
their eternal stay, they will never choose to change or move 
from where they are. What a blissful recompense!

No matter the length of stay, however perpetual it may be, 
the dwellers of Firdaus shall never experience boredom, for 
its pleasures will be eternal.

Those who will attain Al-Firdaus, the highest levels of jannaath, 
are only among a small percentage of mankind. They are 
those who have true imaan and perform amalus saalihath of 
great quality and not mere quantity. They are those who have 
established a close relationship with their Rabb.

the  WORDS  OF  the  LORD  cAn  neVeR  be  
FiniSheD

Allah  says, “Say O Muhammad, if the water of the sea were 
ink for a pen to write down the words, wisdom and signs of 
Allah, the sea would run dry before it all could be written down.”

Even if another sea was brought like it, then another and 
additional seas to be used for writing, the Words of Allah   
would still never be run out. Verses 109 

“And if all the trees on the earth were pens and the sea (were 
ink) with seven seas behind it to increase it, yet the Words 
of Allah would not be exhausted. Verily, Allah is All-Mighty,  
All-Wise.” (31:27)
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Allah  says that, even if the oceans were ink for the words of 
Allah  , and all the trees were pens, the pens would be worn 
out and the water of the sea would run dry, and the Words of 
Allah  would still remain, for nothing can outlast them. None 
can comprehend the greatness of Allah  or praise Him as He 
deserves to be praised, except the One Who praises Himself. 

Our Lord is as he says he is and he is beyond what we 
can say.

Allah  establishes the fact that the speech and knowledge 
He possesses is infinite and will remain forever. His knowledge 
is beyond what man could encompass. The knowledge 
Allah   has granted to man is very minute. He relates the 
stories mentioned in this chapter, knowledge not known to 
them before. 

the bLeSSingS OF thiS WORLD, the 
beginning AnD enD OF it, in cOMPARiSOn 
tO the bLeSSingS OF the heReAFteR, ARe 
LiKe A MUStARD SeeD cOMPAReD tO the 

entiRe WORLD.

Allah  reminds them as to the source of the knowledge they 
receive. The purpose of this revelation and revealing the Qur’an 
is to connect man to His Creator, The One Deity worthy of 
worship.

Prophet Muhammad is a human being and a Messenger 
and god is One

In the concluding ayah, Allah  reveals to His Messenger   
to say to the idolators who reject the message, “I am only a man 

like you”. The Messenger    did not know the unseen – the 
stories mentioned in this chapter were only made known to 
him by The Almighty Lord. 

“It has been revealed to me that your God is One God. So 
whoever hopes for the meeting with his Lord let him work 
righteousness and associate none as a partner in the worship of 
his Lord” Ayat 110

Whoever hopes for a good reward and recompense, should 
engage in righteousness, in accordance with the laws prescribed 
by Allah  with sincere intentions and most importantly 
seeking the pleasure of Allah  alone with no associate or 
partner. Verses 110

tWO bASic FeAtUReS OF AccePtAbLe DeeDS    

1. Intention for the sake of Allah  alone with no associate 
or partner

2. Deeds done in accordance with the way of the 
 Messenger   (Sunnah)

Hadith : “What I fear the most for you is the small shirk”. 
The people asked the Messenger  , “What is the small 
shirk, O Messenger of Allah?” He said, “Showing off (Ar-
Riya). Allah will say on the Day of Resurrection when the 
people are rewarded or punished for their deeds, “Go to 
the one for whom you were showing off in the world and 
see if you will find any reward with him”(Ahmad 5:428)

Motifs  from  the treasure trove of 
Surathul Kahf

Allah  controls every aspect of our lives.

no calamity encircles a soul except there is a blessing in it if one has reliance 
in Allah  if we have yakeen (certainty) and sabr (patience), we will realise 
that there is much benefit in a trial

Demonstrates the dangers of arrogance

Warning against following arrogant leaders

treat people according to his or her circumstance. Do not be harsh with 
people, rather be gentle. Deal with each individual according to their intellect.

The primary aim of the surah is to warn us that this world is only temporary 
and the ultimate life is the life of the hereafter.

if we desire paradise and salvation from the hellfire, then have strong imaan 
and strive sincerely in acquiring righteous deeds.
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 Babies are the miracles of life.That first moment when you 
set eyes on your child you know you can never be the same 
person ever again. You come to realise what it is like to love 
unconditionally: a love so deep it is almost tangible. Granted, 
bringing up a child isn’t easy but it is definitely the most 
rewarding thing you will ever do. Being a parent has taught me 
so much and  it has given me a different vantage point when it 
comes to looking at the bigger picture.

The Wisdom behind Loss & never giving Up

It is amazing how much we grow by watching our children 
grow.

The other day , I watched my little one tiptoe and stretch his 
little hand as far over the dresser as he possibly could to get at 
the bottle of lotion that stood on top of it. When that didn’t 
seem to work he took it a step further and decided to use the 
drawer handles as rungs! Sigh if only levitating furniture was  a 
thing already.

There used to be a time when I let him play with bottles of 
lotion until he learnt to open them and it has been kept well 
out of his reach ever since. Me ranting on about lotions might 
seem random but don’t you think we’ve been through such 
situations too? Times when we wonder why Allah   brought 
something or someone into our lives only to have it/them taken 
away; or those times when some things seem so elusive despite 
how much we pray for them and we can’t help but lose hope? 
Some people give us so much happiness and all we can think 
about is them and so Allah    tests us through them so that 
we will turn to Him and Remember Him. The same can be said 
about possessions; we may misuse and thus lose. Happiness is 
as much a test as sadness;poverty is a test and so is wealth;even 
mediocrity can be a test in its own form don’t you think?

“Whatever Allah has decreed for his believing slave is 
a blessing even if that is in the form of withholding; it 
is a favour even if that is in the form of a trial, and the 
calamity decreed by him is fair even if it is painful. 

[Madaarij Al-Saalikeen, 4/215.]” – Ibn Al Qayyim

The undeniable fact is that not everything in life comes easy 
and most often you can’t have everything you wish for. All those 
times you worry about your prayers not being answered may 
have you feeling wronged at the time but it is definitely for the 
greater good because Allah    knows best and He knows what 
is good for you and what is not. Allah   says in the Quran;

         

                                 

..but perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps 
you love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah Knows, while you 
know not. (2:216)

No matter how much you plan, know that Allah   is looking 
out for you and that Allah  definitely is the best of planners.

                 

They planned-Allah also planned-And Allah is the best planner of 
All (8:30)

As adults we are daunted by the slightest obstacle. However 
when  it comes to babies there is no hurdle too big. Can’t reach 
the lotion? let’s climb the rungs! Never mind that I’ve never 
tried that before. That’s the beauty about babies: giving up is 

CHILDREN: LITTLE ANGELS,BIG INSPIRATIONS
by Fathima Zahra
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unheard of. They will push at getting what they want at all cost 
and if all else fails they will bawl their head off until they succeed 
in achieving their goal and we don’t stand  the slightest chance! 
Only, I don’t give in all the time and as much as my heart breaks 
at having to watch him cry, it is a lesson that has to be taught.

According to a hadith of 
the Prophet : “There 
is no Muslim who calls 
upon his Lord with a dua 
in which there is no sin or 
severing of family ties, but 
Allah will give him one of 
three things: either he will 
answer his prayer quickly, 
or he will store (the reward 
for) it in the hereafter, or 
he will divert an equivalent 
evil away from him.” They 
said: “We will say more 
dua.” he said: “Allah’s 
bounty is greater.” [Narrated 
by Ahmad, 10749; Al-Tirmidhi, 
3573. Classed as Saheeh by 
Al-Albaani in Mishkaat Al-
Masaabeeh, 2199]

Discipline and Routine:

Babies will push you towards being more disciplined and you 
will certainly learn to appreciate time more than you ever have!

Every time I get some time to myself, engaging in trivialities is 
out of the question because time is so precious. I’ve come to 
realise that  I can’t afford to waste two hours (watching a movie) 
of my life on something that will not benefit me in any way. 

Prophet Muhammad  said: “Allah made the early 
hours blessed for my Ummah.”(Ahmed)

My son has brought quality in the way I utilise my time, 
I never know when he will wake up and I try to be my most 
productive within that indefinite time. He has pushed me 
to benefit from the early hours where barakah is at its peak. 
Mothers generally fall into the rut of blaming everything 
on their lack of time but what we need to remember is 
that irrelevant of age, wealth, health....the one thing every 
single human being has in common is 24 hours in a day.  
how we utilise that time determines our quality of life.

to Strive to be more confident and Stand up for 
what i believe in:

Children are high on life Subhanallah. Everything amuses them 
and they manage to keep themselves entertained the entire 
day and what’s even more inspiring is their confidence. Their 
confidence is at a whole new level MashaAllah! My son could 
give Batman a run for his money when it comes to fighting 
justice. 

Even if its playful teasing if he feels that the other person is 
being wronged he will make sure he gives them a piece of his 
mind,albeit,in gibberish. He doesn’t even stop to think that he is 
probably less than 2/3rd the size of his opponent!. He fights for 
what he believes in and sticks to his beliefs. We were probably 
like that once too. Where along the way did we lose that? He 

is always at hand to rescue his mom and dad from seemingly 
potential threats which brings me to the most important lesson 
of all.

Patience:

What can I say? It is something I constantly pray for yet it seems 
to delude me during the most trying times. If you are a parent 
I am sure there have been plenty of instances  where you’ve 
snapped at your child and instantly regretted it.

The snapping comes from the part of the brain that reacts 
impulsively . The regret twenty seconds later is from the part 
that internalises the situation and is able to reason. Had we 
taken the time to process the situation be it spilled milk or 
muddy feet, we would have been able to completely skip the 
yelling and move on to address our kids calmly.

Most often we lose it because we are stressed out or tired or have 
too much on our hands. And so our children get the short end 
of the stick. We tend to forget that children are pure souls: so 
forgiving and so loving and so willing to listen if only we would 
sit and explain things instead of yelling them out. We need to 
learn to let their uniqueness thrive instead of suppressing them 
through socially acceptable norms.

As Ustadh Nouman Ali Khan rightly said,’’ Your children 
may belong to you but you do not own them. They are an 
Amanah(Trust) onto you. Your children are Amatullah 
and Abdullah (slaves of Allah). Treat them with the utmost 
patience and kindness lest you be called to account for any 
mistreatment.”

Abu hurairah (May Allah bepleased with him) 
reported:

The Prophet  kissed his grandson Al-hasan bin ‘Ali 
(May Allah bepleased with them) in the presence of 
Al-Aqra’ bin habis. Thereupon he remarked: “i have 
ten children and i have never kissed any one of them.” 
Messenger of Allah   looked at him and said, “he who 
does not show mercy/compassion to others will not be 
shown mercy”.

[Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

There is nothing more disarming than the uninhibited love of 
a child, Alhamdulillah. A child’s love  isn’t complicated at all, 
it  is organic and beautiful. May Allah grant us the wisdom to 
love and discipline our children justly so that we may fulfil our 
amanah onto Him. Ameen!

On a lighter note, if more people stopped making explosives 
and started inventing devices that picked up scattered toys the 
world would be a much much better place.The number of tired 
moms being inversely proportional to world peace that is.

Zahraa holds a Bachelors in Business Administration and has 
completed a tafseer of the Quran study from Al Huda Institute.A 
mother of two and an aspiring blogger. Her blog can be accessed at 
www.rosesamidstthorns.wordpress.com
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CrosswordCrossword
KidsKidsforfor

Al Falaah KIDS CROSSWORD NO: 21

CROSSWORD NO: 21

Name

Age

Date of Birth

Address

Email

Contact No

teRMS & cOnDitiOnS

• Age limit - Children 12 years and below 
• Only one entry per child can be submitted per issue
• An individual will be eligible for a maximum of 3 wins
• Prizes will be awarded to the first three correct entries received
• Family members of the staff of UEC International & LOFC Al Falaah cannot participate
• Closing date for entries – 10th May 2017
The entries should be mailed to: Uec international (Pvt) Ltd,  
82 3/1, bauddhaloka Mw, colombo 4.

SenD in YOUR entRieS & Win
giFtS & SAVingS AccOUntS

With A DePOSit OF  
Rs.2,500/- FROM

AcROSS
The first Prophet of Islam

Prophet Muhammad   belonged to this tribe

She was Prophet Muhammad   ‘s first wife

Ali  ‘s age when he accepted Islam

The battle of the trenches

Prophet Muhammad   ‘s age when he married Khadija

The first man to embrace Islam

The number of sons of  Prophet Muhammad    
The religion of Ibrahim (alai) 

One of  Prophet Muhammad    ‘s daughters

The mountain that Prophet Muhammad   used to go to when he wanted to be alone

DOWn
He took care of  Prophet Muhammad    after his mother died

Prophet Muhammad    was born in this City
The battle where the Muslims suffered great loss and it is the name of the Mountain on 
where they fought

The first word that was revealed to Prophet Muhammad   

The foster mother of  Prophet Muhammad   

The Prophet that came to the people just before Prophet Muhammad   

Khadija  ‘s age when she married Prophet Muhammad   

The age of  Prophet Muhammad    when his grandfather died

The City that Prophet Muhammad   migrated to

The first child to accept Islam

The age of  Prophet Muhammad    when his mother died
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cLUeS FOR cROSSWORD nO 21

LIFE OF  
PROPhet MUhAMMAD  
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Mabrook!Mabrook!
to ourto our

Winners

with a deposit of Rs 2,500/-!
Minor Savings Account 

SOLUtiOn FOR cROSSWORD
iSSUe nO 20

L O L C Finance P LC. Incorporated on the 13th of December 2001, is rated [SL] A by ICRA Lanka Limited and is licensed by the Monetary Board of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka under the Finance Business Act No. 42 of 2011.
Eligible deposit liabilities are insured with the Sri Lanka Deposit Insurance Scheme implemented by the Monetary Board for compensation up to a maximum of Rs. 300,000 per depositor.

 011 5 500 786
E-Mail: al-falaah@lankaorix.com

 Web: www.lolc�nance.com

100/1, Sri Jayawardenepura Mawatha,
Sri Jayawardenepura Kotte

nO WinneRS  
cORSSWORD nO 20 

We did not receive any all correct entries
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Detoxifying Vegetable Juices 
All fruits, vegetables and herbs contain antioxidants and other 
beneficial nutrients. Freshly prepared juices are an excellent way 
to maximize your intake of these nutrients, and to nourish the 
body.

Juices contain relatively little dietary fibre, and although not 
usually recommended, this can sometimes be beneficial because 
it gives the digestive system a break, as it has to work much harder 
when dealing with fibre.

Juices provide easily absorbed vitamins and minerals without the 
need for extensive digestion. This is an excellent way to detoxify 
the body, and is particularly beneficial when you are feeling run 
down or ill, or just need an energizing boost.

Here are some recipes for some detoxifying vegetable juices. 
Each recipe serves one, but the juice made will vary depending 
on the size of the vegetables used and how efficient your juicer is.

Carrot with apple and alfalfa sprouts

This juice is packed with many beneficial nutrients and 
is a great energizer. Carrots provide Beta-carotene, and 
alfalfa sprouts are a highly concentrated source of nutrients, 
including saponins, which boost the immune system and 
protect against disease. Alfalfa combines well with carrot 
juice, which is necessary since alfalfa juice is very strong on 
its own. The ginger in this recipe is an excellent stimulant.

To prepare your sprouts for juicing simply rinse them, 
drain them and then wrap them up tightly in something 
like a lettuce leaf. Feed the stuffed lettuce leaf into the juicer. 
This should help the juicer extract the juice from the alfalfa 
sprouts more efficiently.

ingredients 

 » 3 or 4 carrots
 » 1 apple
 » 1 small piece root ginger
 » 1 large handful sprouted alfalfa seeds
 » mineral water and/or ice cubes to dilute, optional

Preparation

Scrub the carrots and peel the apple. Cut them into chunks 
so that they fit into the juicer. Peel the ginger, and add to the 
juicer, along with the carrots, apple and alfalfa sprouts.

Dilute the juice with mineral water and/or ice cubes if using. 
Pour into glasses and serve.

Broccoli juice

Broccoli is one of the best green vegetables that you 
can eat, and eating any fruit or vegetable raw ensures 
that none of the valuable nutrients are lost. Broccoli is 
a potent immune system booster and helps to protect 
against diseases like cancer and stomach ulcers. The 
carrot and apple naturally sweeten the juice, making 
it more palatable and enjoyable. This juice provides 
calcium, Vitamin A, Vitamin C, sulfur and potassium.

ingredients

 » 1 small head broccoli
 » ½ red pepper
 » 3 carrots
 » 1 apple
 » mineral water and/or ice cubes to dilute, optional

Preparation

Scrub the carrots and peel the apple. Cut the fruit and 
vegetables up into chunks and pass them through the 
juicer.  Dilute the juice with water or ice, if using and serve.

Cucumber, apple and mint juice

This cool, refreshing green juice is perfect for any time of 
the day. Cucumber is a naturally juicy vegetable and when 
sprinkled with a little freshly ground salt, it becomes even 
juicier. This juice is rich in Vitamin C and caffeic acid, a 
compound that inhibits cancer. It also provides natural 
hydration and has cleansing properties.
ingredients

 » ½ large cucumber
 » freshly ground salt to sprinkle, optional
 » 1 Granny Smith apple
 » 1 celery stalk
 » few fresh springs of mint
 » 2 tbsp orange juice
 » mineral water or ice cubes to dilute, optional

Preparation
Peel the cucumber, cut into thick slices and place in a 
colander. Add a twist or two of freshly ground sea salt, 
and leave for 5-10 minutes. Chop the apples and trim 
the celery. Pass all the ingredients through a juicer until 
a juice is formed. Pour into glasses and dilute with water 
and/or ice if using.SOURCE: http://www.healthymuslim.com
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